Controlled Vocabs Decision Tree Meeting 2020-06-24

Connection Info:
4-5pm Eastern  
Zoom: https://iu.zoom.us/j/207369760  
Notetaker: Julie Hardesty  
Attendees: Lynette, Rebecca

Agenda/Notes:

- Controlled Vocabulary (CV) Decision Tree  
  - Overall review of how document is shaping up  
    - need specific resource to point to for creating a controlled Vocab (a good starter resource)  
    - Incorporating spreadsheet as part of this document  
      - Use for starter list of CVs from marginalized communities? (see discussion from last meeting)  
      - focus on this next meeting, maybe this spreadsheet becomes the Github repo content?  
  - Continue editing/cleaning up decision tree document and discuss next meeting what more we need to do to be ready for others to review